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Background
By 2030, the number of U.S. households headed by someone 65+years will increase by 66%, almost 50 million. In
preparation for changing population tides, nationwide community development agencies must adjust repair and
accessibility programs to meet the needs and frequency of aging adults who wish to age in place, especially those with
limited income and physical capacity.
In 2016, 7,900+ older adults in Memphis/Shelby County reported a need for senior-centric repair and accessibility
programing. In response to local voices, community data and growing senior needs, Habitat for Humanity of Greater
Memphis (HFHGM) expanded our traditional new home construction programing to include free critical home repairs and
accessibility modifications for 500+ lower-income senior homeowners who wished to continue living in their home and
communities longer and safely.

A program evaluation was designed to explore implementation processes suitable for serving aging seniors as well as
investigate potential insights into how housing and community agencies are possibly effective in preparing for the
changing housing tides for aging populations and informing policies.
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How were repair issues impacting your quality of life?

How have things changed for you?
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“I would have had to move in with family or into a nursing home if Habitat had not helped me, now I
can stay and be safe with my roof and floors and doors.”
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“It is nice to have things operating correctly and consistently in my home. The outlets didn't work correctly
either, so I had to use one outlet for everything at the same time. I got new outlets, I don’t risk electrical
fires now. I feel so much safer now that the windows have been replaced too; I don’t feel burglary like I did.
I know that I can open and close them if I needed to get out. I had no other options to fix this stuff.”
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Financial

“I worry much less now about affording medication and food because I’m spending less money on utilities
now, it’s saving my life. Also, my insurance company picked me back up again, now that I have repairs.”
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“I had water leaks from the roof draining into my floor and make it rot. The floor was falling in. My floors aren't falling in
anymore, so I can walk around without falling in a hole.”
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“I enjoy going to the bathroom, I have a better toilet and grab bars. It is higher, and I don't fall down on it.
Instead, I can sit down without worrying about falling and my knees don’t collapse. My health is improving
because I am not straining to move around without help of rails. ”
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“I fall less now that I have handrails. If it gets to the point when I can't walk, then I'll leave the home; now isn’t
it that time. I don't want to leave before I have to. Putting bars and rails up was exactly what I needed to keep
me here.”
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“I wasn't using my kitchen because the electrical had gone out and the flooring was beginning to rot, it was
uneven. I couldn't see in my kitchen because I had no light, so I wasn't using it and not cooking. Because of the
electrical updates and floor repairs, I can cook for myself everyday and prepare my own food. ”
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After reviewing senior home assessments, “healthy housing” literature and conducting
focus groups with seniors, we sought to explore the following considerations:
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Objectives

“All of the repairs have been good for my health. I wasn't able to get quality air temperatures. I was cold in
the winter and hot in the summer, that impacts my lungs, I do not have to worry about that or wake up with
phlegm in my lungs, coughing and sleeplessness.”
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Falls

“I can take baths and showers and clean myself since I have the grab bars and shower extension; before, I
wasn't cleaning myself regularly because of fear falling in the shower because I couldn't hold myself up or
reach things.”

“Now I can get up from a sitting position from my bath tub. Before, I wasn't strong enough to pull myself up.
I felt like the water was holding me down and might drown me. If I did end up taking a bath, then I had to
shimmy my body over and crawl out. The bars have made it possible to pull myself up and I don’t fear falling
like I did.”

“The ramp has made the most difference, I feel. I am able to get in and out more easily and get my husband in
Sequestration and out as well. We don't struggle every-time we need to go to the doctor's office or to the grocery store. It is a
huge weight lifted off of us, it's like a portal to the outside world again.”

Socialization

“I have more visits with my grandchildren now, strollers can get in and the floor is safer for my family to walk across. I
am not ashamed of my home anymore and am not hiding like I used to.”

Age: 71
Annual Income: $16,800
87% F / 13% M
50% households had multiple generations in the home
80% lived in communities 21 years+
91% are more proud of their home
97% would recommend the program
1/3rd of clients reported being previously victimized by “handymen”.
• 98% felt AIP customer service was a good fit for them
• 40% reported being food insecure w/in the last 5 years due to access in/out of home.
• At the time of study, the cost for a semi-private nursing home room in Memphis was $78,475
and $85,775 for a private room. Without HFHGM, many thought family and assisted living
would be a viable option for them.
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Methods
To navigate these considerations, HFHGM implemented post-service, semi-structured surveys with AIP
clients to explore potential impacts of critical home repairs and accessibility interventions on their
quality of life.

In particular, staff investigated clients’ perceptions and experiences related to major “healthy
housing” indicators:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaking, decaying and molding roofs
Air and pest infiltrations
Heating and cooling systems
Grab bars, tall toilets, exterior hand rails and wheelchair ramps
Interior and exterior lighting
Small devices like carbon monoxide and smoke detectors
Senior-centric customer service
Unmet social services/referrals

Conclusions
Safety and Health:
• Although this evaluation has alluded to possible positive changes for some clients, quantifying accurate health measurements and cost-savings has informed a new
partnership in 2019 with a local hospital where HFHGM works with nurses and Occupational Therapists to track Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and Emergency
Department visits.
• The Magical Aging-In-Place recipe is construction/modifications + medical professionals + social scientists.
• HFHGM hired a social worker half-way through the program in order to assist and provide more effective senior-centric customer service, referrals and a resource
manual to help them beyond construction inputs.
Financial Changes:
• Savings on utilities would require a longitudinal utility cost study in partnership with the utility company to quantify costs. With clients’ self-reporting utility
savings, it’s spring-boarding a broader understanding of how to address the heating vs eating vs medication dilemma for the future programming.
“What Ifs”:
• Lack of client knowledge about assisted living costs and lack of family preparedness to house an elderly person may result in a worsening client living in a worsening
home then/or premature entry into nursing home funded by tax dollars if AIP isn’t available. If HFHGM can’t serve the masses then advocating about these topics will
be added to HFHGM’s awareness repertoire.

